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The Parliamentary Friends of Shooting group promotes
responsible shooting and hunting sports for Members and Senators.
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ourCO-CHAIRS

“

Bridget McKenzie

Nationals Senator for Victoria
The group’s role
is to help promote
sport shooting as
a legitimate, lawful
sport requiring intense
concentration, steady
nerves and absolute
precision

“

Rob Mitchell

Labor Member for McEwen
Sport and recreational
shooting clubs provide
great spaces for the
community to come
together over safe,
recreational sport

ourLAUNCH
World Cup champion athletes Penny
Smith and James Willett shared their
sport shooting experiences and Tokyo
Olympic Games preparation program at
Parliament House to launch the group in
the 46th Parliament.
Penny Smith, James Willett and Australia’s High Performance Director/
Shooting Team Manager to the 2020
Tokyo Olympics Adam Sachs, were
special guests for the event hosted by
the Shooting Industry Foundation of
Australia on Wednesday, October 23.
“You can’t let the bigger picture get in
the way of what you have to focus on
in the short term, that is one target at
a time and getting the job done, and
not focusing on Tokyo,” Ms Smith said
of representing Australia the Tokyo
Olympics.
Mr Willett (pictured above) spoke about
training full-time on his family farm in
the Yarrawonga-Mulwala district, and
was asked about his nerves at the 2019
Shotgun World Cup in Mexico where he
shot a World Record equalling perfect
125 targets on his way to winning Gold.
“It all comes down to going back to
what you normally do in your process
… trying not to miss that last shot goes

through your mind,” he told the group,
which included Members and Senators,
and shooting industry representatives
including Shooting Australia, SIFA, Australian Clay Target Association, Sporting
Shooters’ Association of Australia, Field
and Game Australia, Pistol Australia and
the Shooters Union Australia.
Qualifications for the Australian Olympic
team will be held early next year.
“International shooting is hotly competitive and our female shot gunners in
particular are absolutely on fire, the path
to Tokyo is going to be tight,” Senator
McKenzie said.
Mr Mitchell acknowledged the commitment our shooters made to their chosen
sports.
“It was great to see our fellow Parliamentarians join us to welcome our ISSF
World Cup Champions James Willett
and Penny Smith, who provided great
insights into the opportunities trap has
given them,” Mr Mitchell said.
“It is absolutely vital for the Parliament to better understand the life and
experiences of our rural and regional
communities and events like these are
a fantastic opportunity to gain
that insight.”
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Penny Smith, James Willett and Adam Sachs were special
guests at our launch at Parliament
House in October.

openingSHOTS
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Suzy Balogh provided expert tuition at our Christmas Shoot
at the Canberra International
Clay Target Club.

christmasSHOOT
Weather set us back but it could not stop
the popular Parliamentary Friends of
Shooting annual Christmas shoot at the
Canberra International Clay Target Club.
A Total Fire Ban in the ACT meant we
were forced to postpone the initial shoot,
planned for November 29.
A week later, a day after Parliament rose
for the year, members of the Canberra
press gallery and parliamentarians tried
their hand at the sport.
The amateur shooters received coaching
from Australian Olympic and commonwealth Gold Medal trap shooter Suzy
Balogh.
Parliamentary Friends of Shooting cochair Rob Mitchell was unable to attend
because of a prior commitment but paid
tribute to Australia’s champion shooters,
and the role local clubs play in fostering
young sports men and women.
“Shooting has produced some of
Australia’s greatest Olympians and
Paralympians, including my good friend
Natalie Smith, who is one of Australia’s
foremost athletes. Australia leads the way
in competitive shooting and I am consistently impressed by the sporting prowess
of the likes of James Willett and Penny
Smith who do us proud on the world
stage”
“Sport and recreational shooting clubs
in my electorate of McEwen, especially
Field and Game in Kilmore, provide
great spaces for the community to come

together over safe, recreational sport.
“I am grateful for the work of my
colleague, Senator McKenzie, in organising this fantastic, apolitical annual shoot.”
Co-chair, Deputy Leader of The
Nationals, Senator Bridget McKenzie
said the Chrismas shoot was a positive
success.
“The group’s role is to raise awareness
of sport shooting as a legitimate, lawful
sport and to help dispel some of the
myths about law abiding firearm owners
in the broader community etcetera,” Senator McKenzie said.
“The Chrismas Shoot was very well

attended by members of the Canberra
press gallery and the event really helped
to create a much better understanding
of sport shooting, and the concentration,
steady nerves and absolute precision
needed to succeed on the international
stage representing our great sporting
nation, as Suzy Balogh has done.”
Mr Mitchell and Senator McKenzie
praised the Canberra International Clay
Target Club for its continued involvement
in hosting the group’s p
 opular Christmas
event and acknowledged the support of
Australian Field and Game, who
also attended.
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I’m proud to be a law abiding firearm owner and co-chair of the P
 arliamentary
Friends of Shooters Group. Shooting is a sport we excel at internationally,
and it’s an important part of who we are as a nation. Yet despite the accolades
shooting, and its participants, are often marginalised.
This report brings balance to the debate

The report can be downloaded here:
https://bit.ly/39N1zdS

theSTATS

A new report into the economic and
social impacts of recreational hunting and
shooting by the Department of Health
shows Australia’s 642,000 recreational
hunters and shooters contributed $2.4
billion to Australia’s economy in 2018.
“These traditional activities have been
part of the fabric of Australian life,”
Parliamentary Friends of Shooting
co-chair and Nationals Senator for
Victoria Bridget McKenzie said.
“These activities get people out of their
arm chairs and out into nature.
“The report shows that these activities
provide significant health and
wellbeing benefits to
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 articipants, with hunters and shooters
p
more likely to meet sufficient physical
activity requirements than the average
Australian adult.
“The social and economic benefits it
provides to the Australian community is
significant, supporting more than 19,000
jobs—many in rural and regional Australia. “It means $1.6 billion flowing into service stations, grocery shops, cafes and
accommodation and more family-owned
small business owners in communities
right across the country.
“I’m proud to be a law abiding firearm
owner and co-chair of the Parliamentary
Friends of Shooters Group.

“Shooting is a sport we excel at internationally, and it’s an important part of who
we are as a nation.
“Yet despite the accolades shooting, and
its participants, are often marginalised.
“This report brings balance to the debate.
“It doesn’t matter whether your equipment
is a bow, a knife or gun - we need to continue promoting the benefits of recreational hunting and sport shooting.
“Shooters and hunters should feel positive about the impact their participation
has on their own health, as well as the
social and economic contribution it provides to Australia, whether they’re participating at the recreational or elite level.”

